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Africa Foundation for sustainable Development (AFSD) and the Adopt-a-School Foundation joined
forces to transform Escola Primaria Completa in Ressano Gracia, Mozambique. The visionary
leadership of Adopt-a-School Foundation have been implementing these turn-around projects for
several years and have a proven approach.
In July 2012, a primary school in Escola Primaria Completa was officially adopted as a result of a
joint venture between the Shanduka Group, Aggreko, Eskom and EDM. The adoption project is an
integral part of efforts to ensure the local community realises sustained benefits from the power
project. To implement this critical project, the Adopt-a-School Foundation and AFSD joined hands
in a strategic partnership to bring “Whole School Development” to Escola Primaria Completa.
This school has 1,400 learners and 5 subsidiary schools, all of which will benefit from the adoption.
The Adopt-a-School Foundation with the support of AFSD plan to address the needs of this school
on an incremental basis over the next 5 years. Many of the learners walk to school barefoot and
do not have proper school uniforms and 90% have never left their immediate surroundings. The
adoption process will ensure that all learners are given full school uniform including school shoes
and two school excursions will be sponsored which will be of immense value to the development
of the learners. The adoption will also include the establishment of a vegetable garden and a
school environmental club.

